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Dynamics of electro-optical switching in the antiferroelectricB2 phase
of an achiral bent-core shape compound
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A detailed study of the dynamics of electro-optical response has been carried out over the whole temperature
range of the antiferroelectricB2 phase of a compound with bent-core shape molecules, a homolog (n514) of
the series 4-chloro-1,3-phenylene bis@4-~4-n-alkylphenylimino!benzoates#. Two types of stripe domains were
observed with opposite handedness and simultaneous clock and anticlock motion of the director in the neigh-
boring domains. The temperature dependence of the interlayer potential has been found from the threshold of
the transition from the ground antiferroelectric~AF! state to the field-induced ferroelectric~F! state. The
rotational viscositygw has been calculated from the dynamics of the field-induced azimuthal director switching
between F-F and AF-F states and free relaxation of the director from F to AF state. The electro-optical response
was also observed below the AF-F threshold. The latter was attributed to the soft-mode distortion of the
molecular tilt angle in the vicinity of the transition from theB2 phase to the isotropic phase.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.021706 PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 61.30.Gd, 42.79.Kr
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently liquid crystalline polar@1#, antiferroelectric
@2–4#, and ferroelectric@5# compounds have been design
which, in contrast to well known liquid crystalline ferroele
tric ~FLC! and antiferroelectric~AFLC! liquid crystals@6,7#,
are composed of achiral molecules and show high magni
of the electric polarization~see for review, Ref.@8#!. New
compounds consisting of bent-core~or banana-! shape mol-
ecules@2,4,5# form many different phases, among them t
B2 phase seems to be the most interesting from the fun
mental point of view. Due to spontaneous breaking of sy
metry, the achiral medium forms two types of chiral doma
@9#, left ~HL! and right ~HR! in equal proportion, and also
racemic domains (R). The ground, zero-field state of theR
domains is synclinic~molecules are tilted with the same az
muthal angle! but with the opposite direction of the in-plan
polarization in the neighboring layers. Under an electric fi
exceeding a certain threshold, the polarization follows
field direction and the structure becomes anticlinic with
opposite tilt in the neighboring layers and uniform polariz
tion. The ground state of the HL and HR states is anticli
~but also with alternating direction of the local polarizatio!
and the field-induced state is synclinic, like in the~smectic!
Sm-C* phase, with uniform macroscopic polarization alo
the field direction.

Needless to say that dynamics of bent-shape compo
switching is even more complicated than that of the FLC a
AFLC. However, even for conventional, chiral AFLC th
experimental data on the subject are very rare. In fact, t
dynamics was studied both theoretically@7# and experimen-
tally ~see, e.g.,@10,11#! mostly in the low-field limit. We
were able to find only few papers on AFLC, e.g.,@12,13#, in
1063-651X/2003/67~2!/021706~8!/$20.00 67 0217
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which high-field relaxation times and rotational viscos
have been measured for chiral AFLC compounds. As
achiral bent-core compounds, up to now, only qualitative
sults on kinetics of the polarization reversal@14–16# and
field-induced texture changes@17# are available. For in-
stance, according to our knowledge, a quantitative estim
of the rotational viscosity has been made only in one pa
@18#.

The aim of the present paper is to investigate the dyna
ics of the director switching for a bent-core compound th
has theB2 phase at relatively low temperature and reve
very high value of spontaneous polarization@16,19#. In this
work, the director dynamics was studied over the whole te
perature range of theB2 phase in different regimes, below
and above the field-induced ferroelectric-antiferroelec
transition. In the compound studied, as a result of symme
breaking, two systems of chiral stripe domains form, ea
behaving as a conventional chiral ferroelectric. The lat
allows for a quantitative interpretation of experimental da
using a theoretical approach developed for chiral AFLC@20#.
Therefore, in Sec. II, we briefly remind a theoretical bac
ground developed for chiral AFLC, which is used later on f
interpretation of experimental data. In Sec. III, the results
electro-optical switching and a threshold for the fiel
induced transition between the ground ferroelectric and fie
induced antiferroelectric states are discussed. Finally, in S
IV the temperature and field dependencies of the elec
optical switching times are presented and the rotational
cosity and relevant elastic properties of the compound
discussed.

II. BACKGROUND

We would like to discuss our achiral antiferroelectric
terms of a conglomerate of two subsystems~or domains! of
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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conventional chiral AFLC of opposite handedness. We s
ignore the difference between racemic and chiral doma
because they behave quite similarly in dynamic experime
@16,18#.

In Fig. 1 ~left! a model of a chiral~but helix free! AFLC
is presented. Molecules form a lamellar smectic phase wi
normal along the rubbing directiony and with alternating tilt
of the same amplitude6q and phaseF differing byp in the
neighboring layers. The electric field is supposed to be
plied in the smectic layer plane along thez axis. Due to
chirality each layer possesses polarizationP0 perpendicular
to the tilt plane. The total polarization in the ground state
zero and the antiferroelectric Sm-CA phase is nonpolar. With
increasing external field a transition is observed from
antiferroelectric~AF! ground state to the ferroelectric~F!
field-induced state, Fig. 1~right!. After transition, allP0 are
oriented along the field and the director azimuth is the sa
in all smectic layers,F50. Such a transition in conventiona
chiral AFLC is of first order and begins with nucleation
solitary orientational waves@20,21#.

The behavior of infinite AFLC samples below the AF
threshold is carefully analyzed in Ref.@7#. In dynamics of
the two-component order parameter, four different modes@or
four branches of the dispersion curves,t21(q)] have been
found, two antiferroelectric~amplitudeq and phasew of the
tilt ! and two ferroelectric. The antiferroelectric branches
AFLC with helical wave vectorqa have the following struc-
ture:

tq
21~AF!5

2a

g
~Ta2T!1

Ka

g
~q6qa!2,

tw
21~AF!5

Ka

g
~q6qa!. ~1!

Here, Ta is temperature of transition from Sm-A to
Sm-CA phase,Ka is nematiclike elastic modulus, anda0 is
Landau coefficient. The viscosity coefficientg is taken for
both modes. Note that for excitations with wave vectorq
5qa , for example, in light scattering experiments, (tw)21 is
zero at any temperature~gapless Goldstone mode, called al
acoustic branch! and (tq)21 tends to zero atTa ~antiferro-

FIG. 1. A structure of a chiral antiferroelectric liquid cryst
below ~left! and above~right! the field-induced AF-F transition.
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electric soft mode!. In uniform electric field,q50, the soft-
ening is somewhat incomplete.

The structure of ferroelectric (tw)21(F) and (tq)21(F)
branches is more complicated, however, both of them
clude terms of (a0 /g)(T2Tf) type, whereTf is a virtual
temperature of transition to a ferroelectric phase~which may
even not exist!. Therefore, the mode softening atTa is far to
be complete due to term (Ta2Tf). Nevertheless, a lowe
frequency ferroelectricw mode ~called also optical branch!
was observed in the experiments@7#.

The field-induced azimuthal motion of the director belo
and above the AF-F threshold has been discussed theo
cally in Refs.@20,21#. For finite size samples, the distortion
below the AF-F threshold remind the Frederiks transition
nematics. The density of the bulk free energy in the simp
case@21# was taken in the form

F5
1

2
KF S ]F i

]x D 2

1S ]F i

]z D 2G1W cos~F i 112F i !

2P0E cosF i . ~2!

Here, the first term describes the nematiclike elastic
ergy in one constant approximation (K'KN sin2 q). All spe-
cific properties of an AFLC are included in the second te
of Eq. ~2!, which corresponds solely to interaction betwe
molecules in the neighboring layers. Moreover, only the fi
harmonic of interlayer potentialW is taken into consideration
~a role of the second harmonic is discussed in Ref.@20#!. The
third term describes interaction of the external fieldE with
the layer polarization. Although for substances with highP0
the dielectric anisotropy can be neglected, the quadratic
field effects are still taken into account by terms proportio
to P2.

The solution of Eq.~2! depends on further simplifications
If one assumes that the director in the odd layers withF i
50 is unaffected by an external field and only the azimuth
the even layersF i 11 is changed fromp to 0, then, for infi-
nitely thick sample (z→`), the torque balance equation re
duces to the form

gw

]F

]t
5K

]2F

]x2
1~2W2P0E!sinF. ~3!

Here, to describe the dynamics ofF at constantq, the
viscous torque is introduced with viscosity coefficientgw

5g sin2 q @22#. If the elastic term is discarded and sinF
→F, Eq. ~3! would predict a second-order field-induce
AF-F transition with a threshold field for the distortion

Eth5
2W

P0
, ~4!

and the following inverse switching times for the AF-F tra
sition and back relaxation (E50) from the F to the AF state

tAF
215

1

gw
~P0E22W!, ~5!
6-2
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FIG. 2. Structural formula of the investigate
compound.
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215

2W

gw
. ~6!

In reality the AF-F transition is of first order and it can b
described in terms of two variable anglesd5(c2w)/2 and
b5(c1w)/2 where, in accordance with Eq.~2!, in odd lay-
ersF i5w and in even layersF i 115p2c with w5c50 in
the ground state@20#. Close to the field-induced AF-F tran
sition, angleb is saturated atp/2 and the transition is con
trolled solely by an anglea. With a contribution of the
second-harmonic amplitude in the interlayer potentialJ var-
ied numerically in the range (0.1–0.5)W, the threshold field
was found to be

EA-F5
~3.222.4!W

P0
. ~7!

At low fields much belowEA-F , anglea is small and the
whole situation is controlled by angleb. For samples of a
finite thicknessd and infinite anchoring energy, the theo
predicts the Frederiks transition with a voltage thresh
Uth5(2p/P0)(WK)1/2. Above the Frederiks threshold~but
still below the AF-F threshold! the relaxation rate of theb
distortion is quadratic-in-field and follows the expressi
@23#:

ta
215

1

2gw
S P0

2E2

4W
1Kqi

2D . ~8!

In geometry of Fig. 1,qi is a wave vector of any distortion
along thez or x coordinates.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Material and cells

The substance studied is an alkyl homolog
(n514) of the series 4-chloro-1,3-phenylene bis@4-~4-
n-alkylphenylimino!benzoates# Fig. 2 investigated earlie
@16,19#. It is crystalline at room temperature, and has theB2
antiferroelectric phase in the range 70–127 °C. The fi
order transition to the isotropic phase with a temperat
hysteresis in the range 123–128 °C is accompanied by l
enthalpy of 14.9 kJ/mol. The dependence of polarization
the applied voltage manifests a hysteresis typical of
AFLCs, with the maximum field switched polarizatio
Psw,max5P05380 nC/cm2, almost independent of tempera
ture @16#.

The cells were made of two indium-tin oxide cover
glass plates separated by Teflon stripes to form a 10mm gap
~measured by capacitance of the empty cells! with an elec-
trode overlapped area about 434 mm. Relatively large
02170
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thickness was chosen in order to avoid boundary effects.
inner surfaces of the cells were covered by 100-nm-th
polyimide layers~Nissan Chemical Industry RN-1266! and
rubbed unidirectionally. The cells were filled with a liqui
crystal in the isotropic phase and placed in a sample ho
with optical windows providing microscopic observation
under temperature control. Figure 1 corresponds to the
view under a microscope with the rubbing direction alo
the y axis.

B. Technique

In this work, we used three methods for studying the AF
threshold and dynamics of the director~and polarization!
switching:

~1! For measurements of the threshold field for AF-F tra
sition, we applied to a cell a low frequency triangular volta
form ~amplitudeUm5100 V, frequencyf 51.3 Hz) and ob-
serve the electro-optical response with a digital oscillosco
The cell was installed under a microscope with the rubb
direction along the light electric vector and with an analyz
in the crossing position. Filtered light from the microsco
was used for cell illumination and the optical transmissi
could be observed by eye or recorded using a photomultip
and charge-coupled device camera.

~2! For investigations of dynamics of the director belo
and above the AF-F transition, we also used electro-opt
measurements but with a special shape of voltage form
expected for two kinds of domains with opposite chirali
the sign of the electro-optical response is the same for pu
of positive and negative polarity and a standard rectang
voltage form with duty ratioD51 cannot be used for study
ing relaxation processes. Therefore, we synthesized p
~positive and negative! pulses with duration 20–30 ms an
separated by 100–200 ms interval. In this case, after ap
cation of each voltage pulse the liquid crystal has enou
time to relax completely. With a digital oscilloscope, w
could measure both voltage-on and voltage-off timeston and
to f f at different voltage and temperature.

~3! For studying dynamics of the field-induced F-F tra
sition, a square-wave voltage form (Um5100 V, f
550 Hz) was applied to the cells. In this case, the grou
antiferroelectric state is bypassed and the correspon
switching timestsw can be different fromton and to f f . In
experiment, we measured both the front of the electro-opt
response and the width of the repolarization current pu
well correlating with each other. However, the criterion f
calculation oftsw from the current response is more preci
@6# and the current peak technique was thus preferred.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Texture and electro-optical response

As shown earlier@17,18#, textures of theB2 phase are
strongly dependent on cell treatment by electric field a
6-3
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FIG. 3. ~a! The initial texture of theB2 phase~no field, crossed
polarizers, rubbing direction is vertical,T580 °C, photo size 0.46
30.34 mm2); ~b!,~c! Stripe domains of alternating brightness a
280 V ~b! and 180 V ~c! ~a video picture at square-wave field
680 V, frequency 2 Hz, a515°, T5100 °C, photo size
0.4630.34 mm2).
02170
thermal prehistory. One of our original textures is shown
Fig. 3~a!. It has been obtained after filling the cell in th
isotropic phase and cooled down to theB2 phase without
field applied. Between crossed polarizers the texture is q
uniform with focal conic domains parallel to the rubbin
direction seen on the black background. Under the field
plied the texture changes but still shows very small doma
with typical size of 2 –5mm. Such a fine-grain texture
shows weak electro-optical response. In our present w
the measurements in theB2 phase were performed on th
coarse-grain textures prepared by the treatment of a sam
with the square-wave voltage~100 V, 50 Hz! on slow cooling
from the isotropic phase. Such textures show the elec
optical response one order of magnitude higher than tha
the fine-grain textures~the absolute value of the optica
transmission reach the level of about 10% with respect to
transmission of an empty cell between parallel polarizers!.

The optical transmission was measured using a light s
of diameter about 400 nm, hence, the domain structure
optically averaged. The angular dependence of its opt
transmission of a cell placed between crossed polarizer
only slightly asymmetric, as seen in Fig. 4~a! ~a curve for
U50). Here,a is the angle between the rubbing directio
and the polarizer axis, an analyzer being in the crossing
sition. Under an electric field applied, stripe domains app

FIG. 4. ~a! Optical transmission of a cell as a function of rot
tion angle of a microscope table for voltagesU50, 1100 V, and
2100 V ~polar pulses 20 ms, interval 100 ms!. Note, that the ob-
served optical response amplitude corresponds to a difference
tween field-induced and zero-field transmission~positive for uau
,20° and negative foruau.20°). ~b! Calculated dependencies o
the optical transmission for the two chiral domain systems on ta
rotation anglea and field-induced director rotation angleC.
6-4
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DYNAMICS OF ELECTRO-OPTICAL SWITCHING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 021706 ~2003!
perpendicular to the rubbing direction. The brightness of
neighboring stripes alternates upon field polarity switchi
An example is shown in Figs. 3~b!,~c!: switching of voltage
from 280 V to 180 V converts white stripes into blac
ones and vice versa.

When a sequence of positive and negative pulses of d
tion tp520 ms separated by 100 ms interval is applied to
cell, the optical response ata50 is positive, independent o
field polarity: in Fig. 4~a! the transmission atU56100 V is
higher than that atU50. Upon rotation of a microscop
table the optical response disappears at a certain cri
angle~or ‘‘magic point’’! abouta520°. On further increase
in a, the pulses become negative for both field polarity.

Such a behavior can easily be understood with a v
simple model. Imagine, that each domain subsystem ha
own chirality, right~R! and left (L). In the ground state (U
50), the directors of both subsystems are parallel to
rubbing direction. However, when, say, a positive field
applied, the director ofR ~L! domains rotates clockwis
~counterclockwise! by an angleC (2C) dependent on field
and the inverse picture is observed for the negative volt
pulse. Therefore, the directors of the two domain subsyst
always rotate in opposite directions and may be conside
as two rotating birefringent plates. Then the total intensity
transmitted light is a sum of the intensities transmitted
each domain subsystem

I 5I R1I L5I 0~A/2!sin2 2~a2C!1I 0~A/2!sin2 2~a1C!

5I 0A~12cos 4a cos 4C!/2. ~9!

Here, I 0 is intensity of light incident onto a cell and po
larized alonga50, angleC is taken from the rubbing di-
rection, andA is the total area of the cell. The total optic
transmission of the domain systemT5I /I 0 corresponding to
Eq. ~9! is plotted in Fig. 4~b!. The dotted curve (C50) in
Fig. 4~b! corresponds to the curveU50 in Fig. 4~a!. One
can also see that there are two ‘‘magic’’ points ata56p/8
522.5°, where the transmission is independent ofC, that is,
of applied voltage. From comparison of Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!,
we can conclude that the field-induced angle of the direc
rotation is aboutC'18°220° ~this corresponds to the
maximum contrast in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!. Despite the ex-
tremely simple model considered, our experimental res
shown in Fig. 4~a! are in good agreement with Eq.~9!. From
this consideration and earlier results@16#, it is quite evident
that we deal with two almost equal chiral domain su
systems, each being antiferroelectric with either left or rig
handedness.

B. AF-F threshold

An example of the hysteresis type curve of the opti
transmissionTopt vs external field~polar pulses! is shown in
Fig. 5. The steepest growth ofTopt corresponds to the thresh
old voltage Uth or field Eth5Uth /d related to the field-
induced AF-F transition, although the latter is not as abr
as in chiral AFLCs. To find it with good accuracy the sign
from the photomultiplier was differentiated with an RC c
cuit in order to follow a distinct peak at the steepest part
02170
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the Topt(U) curve. In this way, the whole temperature d
pendence of the threshold voltage for the field-induced tr
sition from the antiferroelectric to ferroelectric state has be
measured, see Fig. 6.

As in a chiral AFLC, the threshold decreases considera
with increasing temperature. With the polarization know
from our previous paper@16#, it is easy to calculate the in
terlayer potential from Eq.~4!: W52Uth /dP0. We have not
used Eq.~7! which predicts 1.5 times higher threshold for th
sameW because, in our case, the transition is not as shar
required by the theory for a first-order field transition and E
~7! would overestimate theW potential. Even with Eq.~4!
the value ofW is rather high~6–15 kPa! in comparison with
data on chiral AFLC~e.g., W'0.5–3 kPa in Ref.@24#!.
Curve W(T) shown in Fig. 6 is exponential with relativel
small activation energy 0.18 eV~the straight line in coordi-
nates lnW vs 1000/T is displayed in the inset to Fig. 6!.

FIG. 5. Hysteresis of the optical transmission on the appl
voltage scale (Uth is threshold voltage for AF-F transition!. Inset:
oscillograms of the electro-optical response at the threshold vol
70 V ~1! and at a voltageU5100 V exceeding threshold~2!. Tem-
perature 71.4 °C.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependencies of threshold voltage for
field-induced AF-F transition and calculated interlayer potentialW.
Inset: Logarithm of interlayer potential as a function of inver
temperature.
6-5
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C. F-F switching

When square form high voltageU.Uth is applied to a
cell the polarization and the director in all smectic layers
switched from one field induced F-state to the opposite o
The kinetic curves of the repolarization current show o
one peak without any evidence for the ground AF st
@15,16#. The switching timetsw is easily found from the
width of the current peak at a half of its height and the res
is shown in Fig. 7 for square-wave voltage ofU5100 V at
frequency 50 Hz. The corresponding viscosity coefficie
was calculated from the relationship well known for FLC
@6#

gw~F2F !5
P0~U2UR!tsw

1.8d
. ~10!

Here,UR is a part of the applied voltage fallen across t
load resistorR (R52 kV).

The viscositygw(F2F) decreases with increasing tem
perature from 3.8 to 0.2 Pa s and is comparable with
value of about 0.05 Pa s reported for another banana-sh
compound at a higher temperatureT5135 °C @18#. The
Arrhenius plot shown in Fig. 8~curve F-F! gives more or
less permanent slope 0.74 eV only in the range 70–107
With further increasingT the slope reduces down to abo
0.5 eV.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependencies of switching times~1! for the
field-induced F-F transition~curvetsw). ~Polarization was measure
with square form voltageU5100 V, f 550 Hz); ~2! for the field-
induced AF-F transition~curve ton). ~Electro-optical response wa
measured with positive and negative pulsesU5100 V, duration 20
ms, full period 200 ms!; ~3! for F-A relaxation~curve to f f) ~same
polar pulses!. Inset: Field-induced (ton) and relaxation (to f f) times
as functions of the applied voltage~polar pulses,T578.5 °C).
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D. A-F switching and F-A relaxation

These measurements have been done with polar pulse
high duty ratio. First, consider voltage dependencies of
electro-optical response times at a fixed temperature. An
ample is shown in the inset to Fig. 7. For all of theton(U)
curves a characteristic maximum is seen at the AF-F tra
tion threshold. It is illustrated by two oscillograms in th
inset to Fig. 5. This maximum inton may even be used fo
measuring the threshold voltageUth but this technique is no
as precise as that described above. At voltagesU.Uth the
inverse switching-on timeton can be approximated by
straight line in accordance with formulas~4! and~5!. There-
fore, using

gw~AF2F !5
P0~U2Uth!ton

1.8d
, ~11!

we calculate the viscosity coefficients for the AF-F tran
tion. Coefficient 1.8 relating timeton of the 10–90 % optical
transmission rise time to characteristic timetAF was taken
by analogy with FLC@25#. The viscosity coefficients found
from voltage dependencies of (ton)

21(U) at several tem-
peratures are consistent with data on viscosity found fr
tsw shown in Fig. 7. This result allowed us to measure
temperature dependenceof electro-optical rise timeton , us-
ing polar pulse amplitude6100 V, and calculate viscosity
gw(AF2F) with Eq. ~11! from ton and the threshold voltage
displayed in Fig. 6. The viscosity found this way varies fro
0.6 to 12 Pa s and the corresponding Arrhenius plot is p
sented in Fig. 8.

Going back to the inset to Fig. 7, we see that volta
dependencies of the relaxation timesto f f back to the ground
AF state show only weak variations close to the AF-F tra
sition. Therefore, we may use Eq.~6!, at least, tentatively in
order to find new viscositygw(F2AF) from the electro-
optical decay timeto f f shown in Fig. 7.

gw~F2AF!5
2Wto f f

2.3
. ~12!

FIG. 8. Arrhenius plots ofgw viscosity calculated for three dif-
ferent switching regimes F-F, A-F, and F-A. Straight line sho
activation energy 0.74 eV.
6-6
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DYNAMICS OF ELECTRO-OPTICAL SWITCHING IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 021706 ~2003!
With increasing temperature viscositygw(F2AF) varies
within the range 0.13–3.4 Pa s, its Arrhenius presentatio
also shown in Fig. 8.

The general behavior of the Arrhenius plots for F-F, AF
and F-AF transitions is similar: in the range of 70–110
the slope is approximately same, about 0.75 eV, at hig
temperatures it markedly decreases. As to the magnitud
gw the data of the three methods are within factor of 3, wh
is not surprising in view of the simplest approach used~sim-
plified form of the interlayer potential, linearization sinF
→F, assumption of an infinite uniform sample, etc.!. For
example,to f f times are certainly voltage dependent, ev
there are small peaks near the threshold quite evident in
inset to Fig. 7. It may point to the importance of seco
harmonic in the interlayer potentialJ @20# or to interaction
between not only the neighboring layers but also betw
more distant layers@12#. A reason for a deviation from the
Arrhenius law in the range 110–125 °C is not clear yet.

E. Dynamic behavior below threshold

Below the AF-F thresholdEth , a pulse electro-optical re
sponse is rather weak; the transmission amplitude is pro
tional toE2, as can be seen in Fig. 5. The corresponding
and off times are voltage independent and alwayston
.to f f . In Fig. 9 an example is given of temperature dep
dencies of the rise and decay times measured with p
pulses of 23 V amplitude. In this particular case, measu
times (ton'30–150ms, to f f'5 –60ms) are quite short,

FIG. 9. Top: temperature dependence of electro-opticalton and
to f f times measured with a voltage below the AF-F threshold~polar
pulsesU523 V, duration 4 ms, period 80 ms!. Bottom: generalized
elastic modulusG(T) calculated fromto f f and g(F2F). Dotted
line shows a slope 3.63103 Pa/K.
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therefore, polar pulses with duration 4 ms and period 80
were used~even pulses with duration 200ms were tested
with the same result!.

Let us assume that the director switching at low field
controlled by the same viscosity as at higher field. Then o
can estimate an apparent elastic modulusG5g/t
52.3g/to f f from the relaxation timesto f f . For calculation of
G, we takeg(F2F) from Fig. 8 and the resulting curve
G(T) is shown at the bottom of Fig. 9.

The attempts to understand this curve in terms of the
muthalF distortion seem to have no perspective. On the o
hand, modulusG is too high and has quite different temper
ture dependence as compared to parameterW shown in Fig.
6. On the other hand, if one assumes theG5Kq2 form,
whereK is nematiclike modulus andq52p/D is wave vec-
tor of some inhomogeneity, then the characteristic size of
latter would be too small: withK5KN sin2 q'10211N, D
'45 nm is only one order of magnitude larger than the
terlayer distance. TheG(T) behavior reminds, however, tha
of the soft mode, observed earlier in vicinity of th
Sm-CA–Sm-A transition in chiral AFLCs@10,11#.

As well known, at the Sm-A–Sm-CA transition the soft
mode is related to antiphase fluctuations of the molecular
angle. Such a tilt is a part of the antiferroelectric order p
rameter. In our case, there is no Sm-A, and the antiferroelec-
tric order appears simultaneously with the orientatio
~nematic! and positional~smectic density wave! orders at the
same first-order transition. In such a case, fluctuations
different order parameters can coexist. An example is lin
electro-optical~‘‘electroclinic’’ ! effect in a chiral nematic
phase near the first-order transition to Sm-C* phase@26,27#.
Of course, the fluctuations exist at both sides of the transi
although are observed with different techniques. In our ca
the curveG(T) diverges at theB2–Iso transition pointing to
the existence of antiferroelectric soft-mode fluctuatio
From the slope shown by the dotted line in Fig. 9~bottom!,
it is possible to estimate an apparent Landau coeffic
aapp . A value aapp53.63103 Pa/K typical of the FLCs
@28# is obtained. It is not surprising because the same m
lecular tilt is involved in both cases.

Since our electro-optical response belowUth is propor-
tional toE2, we believe that the high temperature divergen
of the curveston and to f f is related to the antiferroelectri
soft-mode behavior, see Eq.~1!, and at low field, we observe
a kind of the electroclinic effect. However, this effect is n
linear due to symmetry of the AF phase@7# and induced
either by term«aE2 («a is dielectric anisotropy unfortunatel
unknown! or by termP0

2E2/4W such that in Eq.~8!. Prob-
ably for this reason on- and off- times are not equal as typ
of the FLCs. It should be noted, however, that the soft-mo
dynamics is controlled not by azimuthal viscositygw but by
tilt viscosity gq'gw /sin2 Q'4gw . Therefore, the correc
value of a0 corresponding to our experiment should
somewhat higher than 104 Pa/K.

V. SUMMARY

In conclusion, a study of the field-induced optical tran
mission and polarization switching has been carried out o
6-7
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the whole temperature range of the antiferroelectricB2 phase
formed by an achiral compound consisting of bent-c
shape molecules. The optical texture shows two types of
ral domains. A field-induced director rotation has oppos
direction for each set of domains. The interlayer potentialW,
which describes the interaction between neighboring a
clinic smectic layers has been found from the threshold
the transition for the ground antiferroelectric~AF! to field-
induced ferroelectric~F! states. The rotational viscosity co
efficientsgw(AF2F) and gq(F2F) have been calculate
from the times of the field-induced director switching ov
azimuthal angleF between AF-F and F-F states, and visco
ity gw(F2AF) was calculated from the time of freeF re-
laxation from F to AF state. All the three coefficients ha
the same temperature dependence but their magnitude d
by factor 3. The latter is related to oversimplified appro
mations used for the calculations. The electro-optical
a-
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.
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ty
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sponse was also observed below the AF-F threshold. In
regime, the optical transmission depends on electric fi
squared. This effect was attributed to the antiferroelec
soft-mode distortion of the amplitude of the molecular t
angle in the vicinity of the transition from theB2 phase to the
isotropic phase. The corresponding elastic modulus has b
found.
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